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Cont. Lectures on Modern History and Civ.

a.]. over. She said, "Why, Doctor Garam, did. you make a special trip home for me?tt And. she

was so surprised. He said that after that every time he'd bring a patient to the hospital

for te last twenty tears--"Why this is Dr. G's patient. You'll have to give special

care to him." And so he said that his patients now get the best treatment of anyone In the

hospital. Just that little act of kindness which he watched out for the opportunity for, made

all the difference in the treatment of the Protestants in that hospital. Well, in Biazil
with this

there postttveist philosophy having been so outstanding in the establishment of the constitution,

you can imagine that the general attitude of government would not be strongly anti-Protestant.

Missions had succeeded to a. very marked degree in Brazil. You still havd the overwhelming

majority of Romaniss, but you have churches of several denominations d.o.m in the South in

Rio and in the:other great city up here in the hills and. then up here in the sea

particularly, the third largest city. Yes sir? Quest Yes, that's where
(t)

the Germans are in Fort S&ckler down here. Yes, I don't know much about that area. I stopped

there for an hour when my plane was going 4,L/$ to Argentina, so I didn't so I didn't

see a great deal about it. I heard about the German culture there, and I talked to a good

many Germans, but I don't think it fits particularly in this part of the lecture. They

are a small element but quite an influential element in the life of Brazil. Well now it

has mentioned there that Dr. G. in R has the largest church there and you

have those various Protestant churches even though the Romans are in the majority yet; but

there is a very large element of freedom in Brazil. A representative in the Child Evanelism

program up there in the North--in R . She said that there is a compound not so far

from there where they had a priest who gathered all the Bibles together he could get ahold. of,

and. they had. a big Bible burning. And. they had. a big celebration and burned all of these

Bibles. And when that was donepeople in R thought they would, like to go out there

and. to hold a street meeting and give testimonies in the town where this had occured, and do

they went out and
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